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Sentinel Data
Access Service
An online data hub providing free
access to Sentinel 1&2 Earth
observation data
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SEDAS provides
an online data hub
that enables any
user to access data
from Sentinel 1 and
2 satellites, free of
charge.

The Sentinel Data Access Service (SEDAS)
was created and funded by the Satellite
Applications Catapult and UK Space Agency
to help organisations make use of the vast
quantities of satellite data becoming available
from public and private satellite operators.
SEDAS provides an online data hub offering
open access to Earth observation (EO)
data from the Copernicus Sentinel 1 and 2
Sentinel-2A, False Colour Composite of Eastern UK,
satellites, along with additional datasets from
acquired 10 September 2015
other EO satellites, such as Landsat and
NovaSAR (when launched). Through its web-based interface, experts and non-experts can
discover, analyse and download EO data, access related news and educational content, and
participate in discussion forums.
SEDAS was designed to:
•

 romote and increase the use of space-based applications among government
P
departments by simplifying access to data

•

Further scientific understanding through academic use of satellite data

•

Foster growth in the downstream sector through commercial exploitation.

How it works
SEDAS enables users to search for data for any location by drawing an outline or
uploading a shape file to define their area of interest, and specifying a time period.
Details of all matching data are displayed, with thumbnail images, plus information about
equivalent data scheduled to be collected over the next fortnight.
Sentinel-1 satellites use synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to supply imagery of the entire
Earth’s surface, day and night, every six days. This data is helping scientists to monitor
the efforts of climate change on Arctic sea ice and survey marine environments (revealing
oil spills and detecting ships for maritime security). It is also used for weather forecasting,
monitoring land surface and motion risks, mapping forests, water and soil management,
and humanitarian aid mapping for crisis management.
Sentinel-2 satellites capture wide-area, high-resolution, multispectral imagery in
optical bandwidths. This is proving valuable for land monitoring, especially in tackling
deforestation, food security, disaster monitoring and coastal pollution. The pair of
satellites is already transforming sectors such as precision farming, as the data can
distinguish between different crop types and deliver timely information on plant indices.

Data availability

SEDAS provides
immediate access to a
rolling archive of data.
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SEDAS provides immediate access to a live feed of Sentinel data on our Climate, Environmental
and Monitoring from Space (CEMS) service. CEMS also hosts a complete metadata set,
allowing users to search and access the long-term archive and process the data in a single
system, without needing to download any data. The live datasets and older data are accessible
directly via the CEMS cloud environment. Access to further Sentinel datasets will be provided
as soon as they are available.
SEDAS also offers toolsets, including the European Space Agency’s Sentinel Toolbox for data
visualisation, analysis and processing, while the Data Discovery Hub lists datasets organised
by sector, with details such as spatial resolution, collection frequency and cost.
SEDAS users can utilise two different application programme interfaces (APIs) to discover and
download any archived datasets and process them within CEMS or remotely on their own
infrastructure, allowing them to build applications that can access the data directly. The internal
facing API is an open source product.
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